
Access Control & 
Tailgate Detection

IEE offers innovative sensing solut ions for access control 
and tailgate detect ion in commercial, public & government 
infrastructures.



Today’s access control systems are designed to 
help control and manage authorized access into 
secured areas. Ensuring that every individual has 
properly presented a valid ID or successfully cleared 
biometric identification is a major challenge secu-
rity professionals face. The prevention of tailgating 
and piggybacking, in other words, cheating or out-
smarting the system, is a problem existing solutions 

do not sufficiently address. IEE’s Tailgate Detector 
offers a solution by adding an additional security 
layer and allowing for:

•	 Enhanced security

•	 Security staff support and optimization

•	 Configurable security alarm levels

Tailgate Detector:
The Essential Security Layer for Your Access Control Systems

IEE has developed a 3D sensor using MLI (Modu-
lated Light Intensity) technology. MLI technology is 
based on the optical time of flight (TOF) principle. 
A non-scanning light source emits modulated near-
infrared light. The phase difference between the 
light emitted by the source and the light reflected 
by the persons and objects in the field of view is 
measured to create a real-time topographic image 
of the monitored area. By means of time of flight 
measurement and sophisticated embedded algo-
rithms, the overhead-located 3D MLI SensorTM measures and processes topo-
graphic 3D data, in order to detect the number of people in a specific area. 
The sensor accurately recognizes scenarios such as tailgating, piggybacking, 
credential pass back, u-turn and crossing (bi-directional traffic). 

How the Tailgate Detector works

Seamless integrat ion 
The Tailgate Detector works with     
security systems by intercepting the 
signal emitted from the ID reader 
and determines the status of the                
access point (i.e. opened/closed 
door). The sensor then establishes 
whether or not a single individual is 
attempting entry, and in the event of 
dual or unauthorized entry, provides 
the necessary output by locking the 
door or triggering an alarm, thereby 
adding a security layer to the existing 
access control system.

High accuracy 
Extensive test scenarios are the 
foundation of the algorithms that 
ensure reliable detection of people 
and objects in the detection area. 
Such test scenarios can consist of 
persons carrying or wheeling lug-
gage, wearing hats or walking 
closely together. Typical head and 
shoulder profiles are tested exten-
sively to ensure reliable singling 
and tailgate detection.

Reliable in changing light 
condit ions
Since the sensor emits its own          
illumination, the detection area can 
be lit normally, or be pitch black    
without influencing its measure-
ment.

Advantages

3D MLI SensorTM



TDflexTM also allows for room occu-
pancy monitoring by means of “in” 
and “out” counters at each entry and 
exit point to:

•	support evacuation measures in 
the event of an emergency

•	implement energy-saving measures 
such as air conditioning control 
and demand-controlled ventilation 
(DCV)

A threshold can be set to trigger an 
alarm if there are too many or not 
enough people in the monitored 
area for minimum and maximum            
occupancy monitoring.

Occupancy monitoring

TDflexTM detects tailgating by moni-
toring access at single-door access 
points such as swinging doors, turn-
stiles or even virtual doors.
Depending on the desired secu-
rity and throughput level, TDflexTM          

detects tailgating and piggybacking 
scenarios, provides accurate people 

count statistics and prevents access 
by locking the door and/or triggering 
a warning signal.
TDflexTM is like a virtual mantrap or 
airlock providing a high security level 
without having to install costly two-
door access points.

TDtrapTM prevents tailgating by allow-
ing individual access to mantraps, 
airlocks and transfer gates.

Each time a person passes the        
entrance or exit, the sensor deter-
mines whether or not the detection 
area is occupied by:
•	one person
•	more than one person
•	luggage left behind

This information allows TDtrapTM to 
appropriately control the entry and 
exit and trigger an alarm when nec-
essary.

Tailgate detect ion at secured access points

Tailgate detect ion at 2-door access points

TDflexTM scenarios

Type of access point Configurable 
access strategy

Configurable 
exit strategy

Detection 
scenarios

Output

•	Standard door
•	Swinging door
•	Sliding door
•	Virtual / no door
•	Optical turnstile
•	Mechanical turnstile

•	High security: no 
crowding allowed

•	High throughput: 
crowding allowed

•	Free exit
•	Controlled exit

•	Normal access: 
entry and exit

•	Tailgating

•	Alarm
•	Lock (inwards & outwards)
•	Count (inwards & outwards; 

allowed & denied)
•	Status indicators (secure & 

unsecure areas)

TDtrapTM scenarios

Type of access point Detection scenarios Output
•	 Mantrap
•	 Airlock
•	 Transfer gate

•	 More than one person
•	 One person
•	 Luggage left behind

The decision to allow or deny access is 
taken by the existing security system based 
on the detected scenarios



Contact

If you’re interested in learning more about our access control solut ions, please contact 
Massimo Bertellini at mbertellini@aseonline.it.
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Easy installation

Contact

ASE srl 

Via Liguria, 1 

41012 Carpi Modena 

Italy 

Phone

 +39 059 6229900 

Fax

 +39 059 642851

www.asedis.it

The Tailgate Detector is integrated seam-
lessly into existing access control systems and 
requires only minimal changes to the existing 
infrastructure. TDtrapTM is typically integrated 
by the existing security system’s manufacturer. 

Embedded software
The sensor does not require any additional 
controllers to process the data it captures. 
The decision to allow access can be made 
within the sensor or by the existing security 
system.

Semi-automatic calibrat ion
After configuring basic data such as detec-
tion width, length and mounting height, the 
sensor calibrates the detection area within a 
few seconds. During this calibration the sen-
sor surveys the empty detection zone and 
captures the presence of fixed objects and 
walls.

Self-diagnost ics
A self-diagnostic routine runs at startup and is 
regularly repeated to detect any sensor mal-
function. The results are provided through a 
web interface, status LEDs and digital out-
puts.

Application scenarios

•	 Tailgate detection e.g. at airport border control or at entrances in offices, bank server 
rooms, military and government infrastructure, casinos, etc.

•	Occupancy monitoring in areas with a restricted or maximum amount of allowed people
•	Occupancy monitoring to support evacuation management
•	Occupancy monitoring for energy consumption optimization (demand-controlled ventila-

tion or DCV)
•	People counting at access points
•	Luggage-left-behind detection in mantraps, airlocks and transfer gates


